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The former Brick Street Market -- vacant

Amid business closings, Delavan
remains positive

    Comments  Print

XAVIER WARD
Monday, February 6, 2017

DELAVAN—A handful of
small businesses in
downtown Delavan have
closed their doors since fall
2016, but city officials and
other business owners
don't seem too concerned
with the city's stock of
commercial properties.
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businesses in downtown Delavan. According to minutes from
the Downtown Delavan
Project Management

Committee's November meeting, four businesses—Market Street
Sandwiches, The Allyn Mansion Bed and Breakfast, Biel's Bakery
and Brick Street Market—have all closed since the fall. The
committee is made up of city officials, business owners and
politicians and was founded to help revamp the downtown.

Alongside those business closings, Avant Bike Shop moved to Lake
Geneva and expanded to include a coffee shop, owner Tony Valenti
said.

“It wasn't that I was motivated to leave Delavan. It was just more of
a business plan,” he said.

Adding the coffee line helped him diversify his clientele, and he
thought it would do better in Lake Geneva. That doesn't necessarily
mean it's easier to operate in Lake Geneva than in Delavan, he
said.

Though Valenti moved out, a jiu jitsu studio has already leased the
space his store was occupying, so there won't be an empty
storefront, City Administrator Denise Pieroni said.  

Lukas Janaky, owner of LSJ Music Company said he's not really
sure why others are leaving, but he's not too worried.

“I still think it's heading in a decent direction,” he said.

Janaky opened his shop a few years ago and has done well, he said.
In fact, despite other businesses closing, his had record-setting
months in December and January, he said.   

Keeping small businesses open isn't a problem unique to Delavan,
but closing businesses doesn't mean the city is doomed, Pieroni
said.

“You see that in a lot of small towns,” Pieroni said, noting that
Elkhorn and East Troy are facing similar issues.

City Alderman Ryan Schroeder also said he isn't too worried. When
the project management team first started to meet, there were 16
or 17 empty storefronts. Now there are only five or six, he said.
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What the project management team wants to do is create a unique
shopping experience. The downtown area can't expect one
successful store to draw foot traffic, Pieroni said.

Since shopping patterns have changed with the advent of online
shopping, it's important to make the area stand out, she said.

“They really need to have that diversity and uniqueness,” she said.  

Delavan has a great downtown for a shopping strip, Pieroni said,
and the city's history serves it well, too.

Walworth County will never be as busy during winter as it is in
summer, so it's all about finding ways to create activities during the
winter and make things more exciting for both visitors and
residents, Pieroni said.

In the future, Pieroni would like to see the downtown diversify its
restaurant options and perhaps add a brewery, she said.

Start-up business owners are typically very passionate about their
businesses, which will help the downtown build the energetic
atmosphere it's looking for, Pieroni said.

The city also reset the base value of its downtown TIF district
recently, a move that might help the city offer business incentives if
the city is able to receive the increment from the district, Pieroni
said.
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 The Snappers would like a new stadium and there are some financing
restrictions.

These articles might shed some light: 

http://www.gazettextra.com/20150119/president_snappers_to_discuss_buyout_bid

http://ballparkdigest.com/2015/01/29/snappers-board-rejects-buyout-offer-
remains-on-table/
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